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A lexandra Kaehler’s husband had only two 
requests when she was designing their 
new home in Winnetka: a classic white 
kitchen and no floral prints. His wish for the 
kitchen was granted, but his aversion to 

florals met a different fate. Botanical wallpaper surrounds 
the master bedroom and the living room has a gracious 
flower-printed sofa.

But like many spouses of designers, Kaehler’s husband 
always knows to expect his wife’s “just wait” moments. 
Her eponymous firm has been turning out high-end 
residential interiors for nearly a decade. Designing 
one’s own home, however, is a different story. “I had to 

really treat myself like a client and create presentations 
and boards so that I knew everything I chose would be 
something I’d be happy with in the end,” she says. “I 
wanted it to feel sort of traditional, but with choices that 
are unexpected.” 

Like many Chicagoans, Kaehler had initially resisted 
a move to the suburbs. But she and her husband saw 
the need for space and the desire for a few domestic 
enticements—a pantry, mudroom and ample master closet 
among them. They landed on a traditional two-story with an 
excellent footprint and plenty of green space, but the house 
was lacking personality. To crack the code on its lackluster 
elements—paneling, subpar materials, closed-off rooms 

Kaehler’s choice of wallcovering in 
the formal dining room—a custom 
Arbre de Matisse design from 
Quadrille—makes the room feel fresh 
and approachable. Riffing on her 
classic-with-a-twist style, she chose 
a Visual Comfort & Co. chandelier 
with a traditional silhouette but in 
Lucite and brass for a modern feel. 

Designer Alexandra Kaehler wanted the entry of her home to remain neutral to allow for her love of 
pattern and color elsewhere, but she couldn’t resist a brass-faceted Urban Electric pendant to add 
a punch to the otherwise simple space. Pencil moldings and a herringbone floor lend character. 
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and a confusing second-floor layout—Kaehler called in her 
good friend, general contractor Scott Rosett, and noted 
architect Paul Konstant. “Paul has such a good eye,” she 
says. “He got it in one second.” A serious transformation 
was in order, the objective of which, Konstant says, was to 
make it current and livable, fresh and light, and improve on 
the character of the structure without tearing it down. 

The interior renovation yielded a 21st-century redux 
for a young family who wanted to put every inch to 
use. “We reoriented the plan, added new partitions and 
removed walls to open up spaces,” says Konstant. The 
formal living room was altered to become the dining 
room and butler’s pantry (which Kaehler painted a dark 
green that she’d originally envisioned for the kitchen). 

The bold space features a mosaic backsplash and 
brass detailing, and Kaehler selected high-gloss paint 
over lacquer. “I wanted to see the texture, and having it 
painted felt a little more old-school.” She hadn’t planned 
to dress the ceiling but went for it after spying the 
vibrant wallpaper on Instagram. 

Architectural elements added another layer of that 
desired personality. In the foyer, moldings were added 
to give the interiors more interest. “Paul made some 
great tweaks to make it feel really purposeful and 
special,” says Kaehler. The coffered ceilings in the 
living room were, as she says, “a happy accident” after 
contending with an annoying structural beam. Another 
game-changing move was Konstant’s revision of the 

Opposite: Though she was going for a “sort-of-traditional” feel, Kaehler strayed from 
convention throughout. In the hallway of the entry, she paired a macramé bench by 
Brooklyn-based Peg Woodworking with an abstract William McClure painting.

Below: Tufted green velvet chairs from Schumacher and an ottoman upholstered in Lee Jofa’s 
Althea—a fabric Kaehler wanted to use from the beginning—make for an inviting seating area 
by the living room fireplace. The vintage mirror was purchased at Broadway Antique Market. 
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Kaehler’s pursuit of livable style and comfort 
found an eager cast of custom seating: 

Slipper chairs upholstered in Schumacher 
fabric, a striped Pindler fabric on the 

chaise and a sofa dressed, once again, 
in Lee Jofa’s Althea print. Pen-and-ink 

drawings by Kaehler’s sister, artist Carly 
Berlin, hang on either side of the sofa.

“I WANTED IT  
TO FEEL SORT OF 

TRADITIONAL, 
BUT WITH 

CHOICES 
THAT ARE 

UNEXPECTED.”
–ALEXANDRA KAEHLER
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all-seasons porch just off the living area. Installing a 
wall of windows created a beautiful sight line straight 
to the exterior. Landscape architect Phil Rosborough 
optimized that view with a graceful design that is in 
step with architecture and accommodated the outdoor 
kitchen, pool and lounge areas. “Additional evergreen 
trees, ornamental flowering trees, summer blooming 
shrubs and perennials were added to further build up 
the borders and create a lush, layered and secluded 

feel with something happening all year long,” says 
Rosborough. “There was particular emphasis on summer 
living around the pool and screen porch.” 

“One thing that’s really special about this home is that 
it lives like a garden house in many ways,” says Kaehler. 
“Every room opens up to the backyard. It’s real indoor-
outdoor living. I like that being reflected in the interiors. 
They bring the outside in and they offer such a beautiful 
color palette.” 

The mood is bold and bright in the breakfast nook, where Serena & Lily bistro chairs 
share the stage with draperies of Martyn Lawrence Bullard fabric for Holland & Sherry.

Kaehler craved artwork in the butler’s pantry but was limited on space, so 
she did the next-best thing: Put a graphic motif by London-based designer 
Beata Heuman on the ceiling. A shimmering mosaic backsplash sourced 
from the Tile Bar is a light interlude from the jewel-toned cabinetry. 
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Opposite: To keep the master bedroom simple and sanctuary-like, Kaehler selected lacquered vintage 
bedside tables and a bed from My Chic Nest, which she dressed in Matouk linens from Bedside Manor.

Below: “I want my whole life covered in this wallpaper,” the designer jokes of the Schumacher wallcovering 
in the master bedroom. A Jane Shelton-upholstered bench and Wisteria mirror maintain the femininity.

“ONE THING THAT’S REALLY SPECIAL 
ABOUT THIS HOME IS THAT IT LIVES 
LIKE A GARDEN HOUSE IN MANY WAYS.”

–ALEXANDRA KAEHLER
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“Alex wanted a green and 
white garden,” says landscape 
architect Phil Rosborough. 
He transformed the backyard 
by reworking the bluestone 
terrace to accommodate a 
fire table and lounging and 
designing a layout in which 
the new outdoor kitchen and 
swimming pool are, as he says, 
“nestled into the landscape.”
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